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Downtown Northampton

Downtown Northampton, Massachusetts is a spe-
cial place.  Its diverse array of commercial, insti-
tutional, professional, residential and mixed use 
buildings draws City residents and visitors into the 
downtown and provides a distinctive backdrop for 
an equally diverse array of street-side activities: 
shopping, working, socializing, people-watching, 
eating, pan-handling, music-making and protest-
ing, to name some of the most common sightings. 
Green spaces along the way—Pulaski Park and 
institutional frontages, among others, comprise a 
complementary kind of spatial diversity and public 
amenity.  Beyond downtown, off-site views toward 
the Holyoke Range and Smith College’s Grecourt 
Gate provide, perhaps only unconsciously for 
many, a satisfying sense of orientation within a 
particular geographic place.  

Despite these extraordinary positive features and 
its notable economic success, there is trouble 
in downtown Paradise City.  Physical conditions 
have deteriorated since the sidewalks were re-
constructed and furnished in 1981.  New furnish-
ings and details have been added over time, un-
dermining design unity and sometimes cluttering 
constricted areas.   

Study Objectives

Aiming for improved function and enhanced beau-
ty and, ultimately, toward a renewed “renaissance” 
of Northampton’s downtown, the scope of this 
study is limited to an existing conditions assess-
ment and conceptual design.  The design objec-
tives are:
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Pedestrian friendliness (safety, comfort, 
and convenience);
Business supportiveness; and
Distinction (image and identity). 

Urban and landscape design springs from the 
goals and objectives of the project and the prob-
lems and opportunities that the site presents.  The 
next section features the site—Northampton’s 
downtown streetscape—as it exists today.  

Study Area

The City of Northampton Planning Department 
has commissioned this study to address the de-
teriorating quality of downtown Northampton’s 
streetscape. The study area comprises:

Main Street between the Academy of 
Music and the railroad bridge; 
Pleasant Street to Service Center Rd.

•

•
•

•

•
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Drawings

The ensuing plan drawings comprise the invento-
ry and analysis of the streetscape elements within 
the study area, which has been divided into seven 
segments: three for Main Street from east to west 
and four for Pleasant Street from north to south. 

Summary

Highlights of the inventory and analysis are de-
scribed below.

north side between Center and King Streets. At-
tached commercial buildings abut sidewalks all 
along the south side and along the western half of 
the north side.  Three large institutional buildings 
- First Churches, the former Fleet Bank Building 
and the Hampshire County Courthouse – are the 
exceptions, angled and set back from the side-
walk between Center Street and King Street. 
Here, where there was once a Town Common, the 
roadway swells to 116’, accommodating angled 
parking on both sides and two or three travel
lanes each way. The two crosswalks are spaced 
250’  and 160’ apart; the one between Center 
and King Street is 360’ apart. 

Main Street West

The western segment of Main Street has 13’ 
sidewalks on the north side (includes the brick 
border) abutted directly by commercial buildings. 
The portion abutting Edwards Church is the 
exception. This northern side has a favorable 
microclimate: sunny with protection from 
northern winds. Sidewalks on the south side 
are typically 10’ wide, without the brick border,
13’ typical elsewhere. Four institutional buildings 
set back from the sidewalk and Pulaski Park
border this side. The roadway in this segment 
averages 65’, accommodating parallel parking 
on both sides and two travel lanes each way. 
Cross streets in this segment are Masonic 
Street and Crafts Avenue. Crafts Avenue inter-
sects Main at an angle. Two alleyways between 
City Hall and Memorial Hall intersect Main at 
parallel angles. Crackerbarrel Alley on the other 
side is bordered with brick, expressing continuity 
with sidewalk pavement. Three crosswalks are 
spaced an average of 250 ‘apart.

INVENTORY & ANALYSIS

Main Street East

The sidewalks along Main Street’s eastern 
segment are by and large 13’ wide on both 
sides.  The angled building line on the south side, 
provides a progressively wider sidewalk toward 
Pleasant Street. With the exception of two stand-
alone buildings near the King Street intersection 
– Silverscape Jewelers and Smith Charities – the 
buildings are attached commercial structures. 
The roadway is approximately 79’ wide, accom-
modating parallel parking on both sides and two 
or more travel lanes each way.  The roadway 
narrows to 53’ under the bridge, wide enough for
parallel parking on both sides and one or more
travel lanes each way.  The two crosswalks are 
95’ and 270’ apart.

Main Street Center

The sidewalks along Main Street’s central 
segment are typically a total of 16-17’ wide,
including the standard design feature of a 4’ 
wide brick border. The sidewalks narrow to 12’ 
on the south side near Crafts Avenue and on the
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Pleasant Street North

The Pleasant Street sidewalk on the western 
side down to Hampton Avenue averages 11.5’ 
width.  The sidewalk on the eastern side and 
those further from downtown on both sides are 
considerably narrower, averaging approximately 
7’. Narrowness not withstanding, these sidewalk 
segments  have   standard   brick   borders.  Five
“bump-outs” near Armory Street and Hampton 
Avenue provide additional width and room for 
furnishings and a distinctive Pleasant Street 
detail of granite bollards. The sidewalk is bor-
dered directly, in most cases, by both free-stand-
ing and attached commercial buildings. Several 
building setbacks fronting the Chamber and auto 
store across the Street, an open space south of 
Hampton Court and alleyways between buildings 
provide breaks in the wall enclosure. Starting at 65’ 
at the Main Street intersection, the roadway gradu-
ally narrows to 40’, accommodating parallel park-
ing on both sides and one travel lane each way.  
Crosswalks are spaced 230’, 255’ and 330’ apart.    

Pleasant Street Center

Sidewalks within this segment are 7’ wide, with 
the exception of widths up to 13’ between Florida 
Avenue and Michelman Street.  The brick border 
detail is deleted just north of the Depot/Park-
ing lot entry. Commercial buildings and several 
multi-level apartment dwellings line this segment 
with varying setbacks and interstitial spaces. 
The William Nagle Walkway terminates on the 
west side, opposite the Depot/Parking lot entry. 
The roadway is consistently 40’ in this segment, 
accommodating parallel parking on both sides 
and  one  travel  lane  each way.  Crosswalks are 
spaced 350’ and 290’ respectively.    

Pleasant Street South A & B

Sidewalks on the west side of this segment are 
3.5’ with a 3.5’ turf strip to the back of street-side 
curb.  The eastern side has the same sidewalk-
turf strip combination, only slightly wider at 8’ total.  
The mix of commercial, professional and residen-
tial buildings fronting this segment are spaced at 
varying intervals and oriented less consistently 
toward the street. The roadway widths are reduced 
to 33’ within this segment, accommodating two or 
three travel lanes without parking. There are no 
crosswalks. 

INVENTORY & ANALYSIS

















Criteria

Urban designers’ libraries are full of books citing 
streetscape examples, criteria and standards.  The 
limited scope of this study hardly warrants a state 
of the art review or bibliography.  Here, instead, are 
gleanings from two particularly salient resources. 

Consumer Friendliness

In “Ten Tips for Designing a Consumer Friend-
ly Downtown” (Planning, American Planning 
Association,  April 2003),  Mark  Brodeur  cites  a 
clear   and   concise  list;  his   recommendations
include the following:

    1.   Don’t split the street in two.
    2.   Light the way.
    3.   Keep sidewalks basic, smooth and clean.
    4.   Design for three distinct sidewalk zones.
    5.   Retain or increase on-street parking.
    6.   Pick the “perfect street tree” (no such
          thing).
    7.   Think of public art in a different way.
    8.   Pump more cars into downtown.
    9.   Set a “22 mph” speed limit (i.e. slow and 
          memorable).
    10. Establish an awesome way-finding (ie. 
          signage and mapping, etc.) program.

Great Street Design

In the final section of his book (Great Streets, MIT 
Press, Cambridge and London, 1993), Allan B. 
Jacobs summarizes what he concludes are 
qualities of great streets.  Requirements for 
greatness are:

EVALUATION

    1.   Places for people to walk with some 
          leisure.
    2.   Physical comfort: shelter from extremities     
          of wind and sun.
    3.   Definition: height to horizontal dimension 
          ratio at least 1:2.
    4.   Qualities that engage the eye: visual 
          complexity within a holistic context.
    5.   Complementarity: non-clashing styles and 
          heights with limited stand-outs.
    6.   Transparency: invitations to view beyond
          and behind.
    7.   Quality of materials, workmanship and 
          design.
    8.   Maintenance: Lack of design an improve-
          ment over neglected design

Desirable Qualities are:

    9.   Deciduous trees closely spaced to form a 
          line 
    10. Distinct beginnings and endpoints.  
    11. Many buildings with a diversity of uses, 
          destinations and users.
    12. Special design features: 
              - Streetlights most significant
              - Paving less significant and costly
              - Frosting: seating, fountains, sculpture,      
                awnings, signage, etc.            
    13. Places: plazas and parks at breaks, 
          especially for long narrow streets.
    14. Accessibility: here to there, entrances to  
          and from the street; not just ADA (Ameri-  
          cans with Disabilities Act) compliance.
    15. Density: Streets cry out for people
              - Minimum of 15 dwelling units per acre            
              - Maximum of 50 du/acre (otherwise    
                buildings are over 4 stories and 
                streets widen).
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    16. Diversity of uses: creates activity and liveli-
          ness of place.
    17. Length: no set standards, but still need 
          diversity of interest.
    18. Slope: Noticeable grade changes without 
          steepness increase views and drama.
    19. Parking: Great streets do not have an abu-
          ndance of either on or off-street parking.
    20. Contrast: Although design of the street 
          itself is paramount, contrast helps to set a        
          street apart.  

Positive Features

Judging from long-term observations and guided 
by the aforementioned criteria, Northampton’s 
downtown has a significant array of positive fea-
tures, a selection of which is highlighted below.  

Diverse Usage 

Its full range of commercial, institutional, profes-
sional and residential uses draws people down-
town both day and evening and engenders a vital 
street life.

Distinctive Architecture

Historic and other significant buildings downtown 
serve as high quality streetscape backdrops and 
focal points. The predominance of attached build-
ings and uniform set-backs is a significant uni-
fying factor. The more occasional instances of 
free-standing buildings provide a welcome degree 
of variety and contrast. The gradual build-up of 
height and density toward the center is another 
positive urban design feature. 

A primary example of Northampton’s distinctive architecture 
is City Hall, designed by William Fenno Pratt in 1850.

Pedestrian Orientation

Enforcement of pedestrian priority in crosswalks 
enhances the ease and frequency of crossing 
from one side of the street to the other, a crucial 
contributing factor for vitality.  Pleasant Street’s 
relative narrowness adds to crossing convenience.

An interesting architectural detail from the Old Post Office 
on Pleasant St.
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Local color is provided by banners and “designer” 
periodical stands.  

Cafes along Main Street animate the downtown.

Sidewalk Design

The sidewalks themselves have a clearly delin-
eated transition zone for trees, furnishings, light 
posts, signs and other elements. Its materials are 
appropriate and durable: granite curbs, granite 
blocks, brick pavers and concrete. Furnishings 
are standardized, by and large. 

Access

Downtown Northampton is easily approached 
from I-91 via Pleasant Street.  Many side roads 
feed into Main and Pleasant Streets. Few topo-
graphic barriers impede ADA compliance.

Special Places

An array of parks, vest pocket green spaces, 
greenways and setbacks provide complementary 
open/green spaces. 

Transparency and Views

Off-site views to the Holyoke Range, Smith Col-
lege Grecourt Gates and neighboring steeples 
convey a sense of place. Main Street’s curving 
alignment provides dynamic shifts of sight lines. 
Shorter range glimpses down side streets, alley 
ways and within buildings provide additional vari-
ety and interest.

Attractions and Public Art

Numerous cafes in downtown Northampton are 
positive attractions. Several murals and other 
art works, such as the kiosk ensemble near First 
Churches, “designer” newspaper stands and 350th 
Anniversary banners, contribute to local color and 
eye-catching focal points.                            
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Problem Areas

Main Street and Pleasant Street evidence four 
problem areas, which detract from the function, 
attractiveness and – ultimately - the long-term 
vitality of downtown Northampton. These prob-
lems encompass issues of: maintenance; access, 
circulation & parking; and details.

Maintenance Issues:

Lack of maintenance is, arguably, the most 
significant problem of Northampton’s down-
town streetscape.  Such lack conveys a mes-
sage of not caring and permission for bad social 
behavior. It is manifested in the forms of litter, 
deterioration, vandalism, tree mortality and weed 
growth.  When repairs are made, moreover, they 
are often done with inferior materials and details. 

Litter and deterioration accelerated by vandalism have 
marred Northampton’s streetscape. Here, at the entry to 

the Nagle Walk, is a prime example. 

Litter along Main Street seems to be less evi-
dent than it was months ago when Honor Court 
personnel no longer cleaned the streets and 
sidewalks. It remains a problem along much of 
Pleasant Street, nonetheless, particularly near the 

entry to the William Nagle walkway.  The potential 
for more littering increases, in any event, when-
ever shabby conditions prevail.    

The streetscape installation of the 1980s is 
deteriorating. Granite blocks in most tree pits are 
displaced, replaced or removed.  Brick pavement 
edges are fraying. Whole sections of concrete 
sidewalks are missing in locations along Pleas-
ant Street. Many concrete score joints are heav-
ing throughout the downtown.  Sections of curb-
ing and edging (along Millbank Place) are nearly 
gone. Many parking meters are bent or rusted. 
Such deterioration is a significant problem, which 
presents liabilities to the City and casts a pall of 
shabbiness over the entire downtown enterprise.

Northampton’s sidewalks are showing their age with frayed 
pavers and missing tree well cobbles.
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Graffiti in alleyways and elsewhere sends a 
particularly bad message, decreasing property 
values and increasing fear of crime.  Vandalism 
has also claimed numerous benches through-
out downtown. A missing or stolen stop sign at 
the Pearl and Pleasant Street intersection has 
reportedly caused several automobile accidents.  

Curbs and edges are prone to deterioration, too.

Graffiti and other forms of vandalism send a particularly 
bad message.

Tree mortality is mounting in light of less-than-
ideal planting conditions, compaction and 
lack of maintenance. Weed growth is every-
where, deteriorated and damaged conditions 
prevail, around parking meters, in sidewalk 
cracks and most notably, at the base of trees.  

Weed growth is everywhere, deteriorated and damaged 
conditions prevail.

Access, Circulation & Parking Issues

Pedestrian/Vehicle Interface: The 2003 report 
of the Mayor’s Task Force for Safer Streets 
cites five problems in the downtown: exces-
sive crossing distances; poor crosswalk vis-
ibility; jaywalking; traffic confusion; and vehicular 
dominance. This assessment of existing con-
ditions confirms these findings, by and large.  

Traffic confusion is spurred by lack of travel lane 
clarity and consistency. On Central Main Street for 
example, a portion of the roadway accommodates 
angled parking and either 5 very small (less than 
10’) travel lanes or 4 very large (over 14’) travel 
lanes.The issue of “vehicular dominance”, howev-
er, is debatable.  If such term really means pedes-
trian friendliness could be improved downtown, the 
issue is warranted.  Pedestrian friendliness could 
and should be improved, as attested by this study. 
If the term implies the desirability of less traffic and 
fewer parking spaces, however, it is not.  Well-
regulated traffic and ample parking are, in fact, 
the lifeblood of a vibrant downtown.  The more 
bona fide issues are to slow traffic and to address 
the aforementioned problems of crossing distanc-
es, crosswalks, jaywalking and traffic confusion.  
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Constrictions:  Sidewalk widths vary from block to 
block.  Although they appear to be adequate, they 
are by no means generously scaled everywhere or 
capable of handling peak demands.  Some blocks 
are too narrow to have the paver transition strip: 

Between the Academy and City Hall;
Fronting the Hampshire County Courthouse; 
and
Along much of Pleasant Street.

Such lack of paver strip is not a major design
issue.  More significant are the places where 
crowding or constriction of movement often occurs 
due to frequent peak demands or special sidewalk 
conditions:

In front of Thornes Market with its bus stop 
and high level of foot traffic;
In front of the Hampshire County Court-
house, the site of a bus stop as well as 
occasional political protests;
In front of City Hall;
In front of Pulaski Park, with its crowded bus 
stop, benches and numerous news stands;
In front of the Chocolate Emporium, where 
steps dissect the sidewalk;
At the Strong Avenue/Main Street corner, 
where a ramp and set of steps split the 
sidewalk; and 
In front of Sylvester’s and other segments 
along Pleasant Street, where 3.5’ wide side-
walks are too narrow for two people to walk 
together or pass each other.

These bottlenecks are noticeably worse dur-
ing warm weather or events such as sidewalk 
sale days, Farmers’ Market days, protests and 

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
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the like. Though not as universal and dire as  the 
aforementioned maintenance issues, such con-
strictions warrant amelioration, as they can cre-
ate feelings of discomfort or, worse, intimidation.

Obstructions:  Obstructions along the sidewalks 
also play a part in crowding and constriction of 
movement.  The proliferation of newspaper stands, 
brochure dispensers, sidewalk signboards and 
other features throughout downtown constricts 
movement from cars to the sidewalk.  Awning 
poles and a display case on top of more typical 
features at Thornes Market entry play a part in the 
restriction of an easy flow of movement.  The entry 
to Pulaski Park is confounded by fencing, furnish-
ings and plantings.  More problematic, however, in 
this case, is the way eye-level plantings and low-
branched trees obstruct views toward the Park 
and Memorial Hall, to the degree of near invisibil-
ity.  More than aesthetics, visual obstructions like 
these impede surveillance and threaten a sense 
of public safety.   Pleasant Street does not have 
a clutter problem to the degree that Main Street 
does.

Proliferating periodical stands clutter Northampton’s 
streetscape physically and visually.
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Views to Pulaski Park and Memorial Hall are obstructed by 
vegetation.

Bicycles: Another vehicular issue warrants notice 
here: the lack of bicycle lanes within the downtown. 
Such lack is especially noticeable along Main Street, 
which links Elm Street (with its bicycle lanes) and the 
Northampton-Amherst rail trail.     

Details:

Introductions and Inconsistencies:  New, inconsistent 
details and an array of furnishings have been intro-
duced over the years.  Examples abound: the bol-
lard and chain tree protection device: wire plant bed 
edgings; flowerpots; trash receptacles; bicycle 
racks; and newspaper/magazine stands. While 
many of these introductions are functional and pos-
sibly also attractive by themselves, taken together, 
they have become visual pollutants. The newspa-
per/magazine stands, in particular, have proliferated 
to an inordinate degree; clusters of them on every 
block prevent easy passage from cars to the side-
walk.  Increasing numbers of hand-painted sandwich 
board signs, charming and colorful as they may be, 
may also fall into this category.  Pleasant Street has 
its share of inconsistencies, too, where crosswalks 
adhere to no standard and sidewalk materials vary. 

Shortages: Throughout downtown, there is a short-
age of seating, way-finding signage, community post-
ing locations and pedestrian-scaled light posts. For 
the lack of adequate seating, door stoops and steps 
are crowded, even at the bus stop on the corner of 
Main and Pleasant. For the lack of wayfinding sig-
nage, both greenway entries are ignored and vandal-
ized.  For the lack of community posting locations, 
City light posts are pasted over with flyers. A whole 
dimension of pedestrian friendliness is absent, given 
the lack of pedestrian-scale lighting, arguably one of 
the most significant successful streetscape features.

Examples of inconsistent tree wells that are stylistically 
inappropriate; either too industrial or too residential.

Northampton’s downtown does not have enough benches. 
Private stoops are often the only option.
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PROPOSALS

Here, in response to the aforementioned prob-
lems, opportunities and examples, is an array of 
proposals for the City’s consideration and even-
tual implementation. Grouped in order of priority, 
they are:  

Stop Gap Measures;
Basic Improvements;
Comprehensive Improvements; and
Value Added Options.

Stop Gap Measures

Stop gap measures are highly recommended—if 
not essential—for immediate action.  Such mea-
sures include three public sector components 
and one private sector option: maintenance; 
clean-up; safety measures; and sprucing up.  

Maintenance

Maintenance in this case is about saving life and 
limb.  Pavement areas that have become trip haz-
ards should be repaired, matching the original 
materials and details as much as possible.  Trees 
that have survived minimal tree wells and deferred 
maintenance beyond expectations should be, at the 
very least: freed from girdling grates along Hamp-
den Street; pruned of dead branches and root suck-
ers; limbed up to a minimum of 8’; and fertilized.     

Clean-Up

Graffiti and litter throughout downtown should be 
removed as soon as it occurs. The persistence 
of either of these is an incentive to anti-social 

•
•
•
•

behavior. Trash receptacles should be emptied 
prior to overflowing.     

Sandwich boards and periodical stands

Paring down the proliferation of sandwich boards 
and periodical stands should be done just as 
diligently.  For starters, the City might consider 
a stop-gap ordinance, which establishes eligibil-
ity and standards. Eligibility for sandwich boards 
could be limited to upper floor enterprises on the 
street where the boards are located. Standards 
might suggest maximum quantities and sizes, 
as well as location recommendations: sandwich 
boards in pairs located nearest the enterprises; 
and periodical stands in clusters limited to one 
designated location per block.

City decision-makers might well consider issuing 
renewable permits for a fee in exchange for ad-
vertising privileges in public spaces. Revenues 
could conceivably generate maintenance funds. 
Alternatives to the aforementioned regulatory ap-
proach are featured below, among comprehensive 
improvements.

Removals

Un-repairable benches should be removed rather 
than left to be eyesores.  Odd, loose cobbles in 
tree pits should also be removed to create an 
intended effect. One row of cobbles framing a 
tree pit is preferable to multiple, uneven rows.
 
Safety Measures

Some safety measures, in response to the 
Mayor’s Task Force for Safer Streets and 
confirmed by the findings of this study, should 
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Spruce-Ups

Private owners and proprietors can contrib-
ute to the function and beauty of downtown by 
continuing what many are already doing: keep-
ing their sidewalk frontages clean and add-
ing touches of color with plantings. The caveat 
here is that such plantings should best be done 
in a concerted manner, as some already are. 
For the sake of consistency in the short-term, 
tree well plantings should only be bordered with 
raised granite cobbles. Pots, if they be used at all, 
should match the existing barrel-style standard.  
Window boxes suited to the building’s architecture 
are a preferable alternative to pots as they are 
less obstructive to pedestrian flow.  The Cham-
ber of Commerce plantings have been a success 
due to their attractive pots, stylistic consistency 
and non-obstructing location in traffic islands. 

Basic Improvements

It has been over twenty years since the existing 
sidewalk system in downtown Northampton was 
installed.  It has endured remarkably well.  It is 
time, nonetheless, to consider a substantially 
new installation, as stop-gap measures eventually 
reap diminished returns. The recommendation for 
moving beyond stop-gap measures to basic im-
provements is for complete reconstruction of City 
sidewalks and installation of selected streetscape 
amenities. The components of such are described 
and illustrated in the pages that follow.

An attractive planting in the browsing zone just outside the 
store does not clutter or dis-unify the streetscape.

These barrel-style pots are an effective unifying device, 
despite any perceived lack of elegance.

Sidewalk Paving 

Scored, cast-in-place concrete with bands of 
cobbles or taupe-colored pavers to delineate 
sidewalk zones and tree wells would consti-
tute a similar, yet simplified, version of the ex-
isting pavements downtown. Concrete with a 
1.5’ to 2’ scoring pattern would replace pavers 
within the browsing and transition zones, as it is

be implemented as soon as possible: new road-
way striping to clarify traveling lanes and bike-
ways; new crosswalks striping and signage for 
heightened visibility; a new crosswalk on Main 
Street at the intersection of Gothic Street to 
meet a recognized need; and perhaps also a 
shorter, re-aligned crosswalk toward City Hall.
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cheaper to install and more flexible in regard to 
additions. Concrete with a larger 5’ to 6’ scoring 
pattern would prevail within the pedestrian walk-
ing zone. Typical sidewalk dimensions are shown 
in the drawings.

The sidewalks along Pleasant Street should 
be paved in like fashion, with adjustments to 
accommodate narrower widths. The walking 
zone should be a minimum of 5’, in any event, to 
accommodate two people walking together.  
Tree wells and transition zones would be re-
duced, typically, to 4’.  Tree wells and transition 
zones would need to be eliminated in narrowest 
circumstances. In such case, a line of canopy 
trees on the back side of sidewalks is highly
recommended. Tree plantings on private property, 
to be sure, would need to be negotiated with owners. 

Lighting

Installing customized pedestrian-scaled light 
post fixtures along Main and Pleasant Streets 
would make a significant improvement to the 
streetscape. Such addition would create a more 
user-friendly environment and become a mark 
of identity for downtown Northampton. This 
report recommends several alternative light fixture 
styles to be considered during the design process. 
Whichever style is chosen, the guiding principle is 
to install the same light fixtures throughout down-
town and to replace the existing gas light standard 
over time. Further design phase investigation is 
needed to determine the advisability of replacing 
or augmenting the existing cobra-style fixtures.

Pedestrian-scale light posts are a significant streetscape 
feature. The post shown here from Camden, Maine, 
doubles as a support for colorful annual plantings.

Furnishings

The City of Northampton is interested in consider-
ing alternative furnishing standards for downtown.

Benches/seating.  This report recommends con-
siderably more seating and a different approach 
to bench orientation throughout downtown. Most 
benches should be installed perpendicular to 
the street and clustered to accommodate so-
cial interaction. Such orientation expands view-
ing options (up and down both the sidewalk and 
street) and doubles as a tree protection device.



Main Street and selected segments of other streets 
should be furnished with a standard style. The Ap-
pendix features several recommended options: 
traditional and modern; metal and wood. Selection 
criteria should weigh the relative merits of durabil-
ity, ease of maintenance, stylistic appropriateness 
and comfort.

Pleasant Street should be furnished with gran-
ite seat walls, thereby underscoring the existing 
granite bollard detail, differentiating the existing 
character of Pleasant Street and taking advantage 
of a ready supply of stone.

The City’s proposed “art bench” program has the 
potential to offer intriguing seating alternatives. 
With the metal “peacock” bench fronting Skera 
Gallery as precedent, the program is off to a good 
start. Program implementers should proceed with 
caution, however, lest individual bench quality 
diminishes and the quantity of “exceptions” over-
takes the “rule”. Streetscape unity will be jeopar-
dized if and when standard benches are outnum-
bered by diverse artistic pieces.

PROPOSALS

Benches installed perpendicular to the street, as seen here 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, provide better viewing and 

socializing opportunities.

This seat wall near the E. John Gare Parking Garage is a 
familiar feature in downtown Northampton.

Low granite walls, as seen here in Boston, Massachusetts, 
provide seating as well as protection for adjacent plantings.

Bicycle Racks.  This study also recommends more 
bicycle racks downtown. In the future, the City may 
want to consider a less over-scaled style, shown in 
the Appendix that would be more consistent with 
that of the selected benches.

Trash Receptacles.   The black metal trash recepta-
cles in use now are a functional, attractive unifying 
feature downtown. While not specifically opposed 
to the existing standard, this study recommends 
consideration of several alternatives, which may be 
simpler and more suited to alternative bench styles.
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Planting

Trees.  This study recommends replacing or plant-
ing canopy trees selected from among a small pal-
ette, which is also approved by the City’s Shade 
Tree Committee.  Ideally, a line of same-species 
trees should be evenly spaced approximately 24’ 
apart. Spacing may need to vary, however, from 
20’ to 30’ and species need to be diversified some-
what to avoid problems inherent in mono-cultures.  
The species selected for Main Street should dif-
fer from those for Pleasant Street, in any event, 
for greater biodiversity and identity.  Other Oak or 
Oak-like species would be best for Main Street, 
in other words, and species like Honey Locusts  
such as Gingko would be best for Pleasant.

Tree wells.  Long-term tree survival demands 
planting in accord with state-of-the-art urban tree 
research.  Accordingly, this report recommends 
generously-sized tree wells, which are connect-
ed underground one to each other as much as 
possible. It also recommends use of “structural 
soils”, which provides for both root growth and 
foot traffic in limited urban conditions. Most tree 
wells along Main and Pleasant Streets should be 
carpeted with tough, perennial ground covers and 
inter-planted with bulbs. Tree wells near intersec-
tions, however, might be topped with metal grates 
to accommodate more foot-traffic. Tree wells set 
within turf grass strips along southern segments 
of Pleasant Street should simply be mulched. 
Tree wells on Main Street should be bordered 
by a double row of granite cobbles or pavers 
and protected by a simple sturdy low metal rail.  
Tree wells along northern segments of Pleasant 
Street should be bordered by cobbles or pavers 
and granite seat walls in lieu of a metal railing.  

The simple metal rail shown here in Mainau, Germany, is a 
handsome and effective planter edging.

First Priority Projects

First Churches on “Meeting House Hill” has led 
the way during Northampton’s 350th anniversary 
year with substantial improvements to its Main 
Street frontage. Four other priority projects should 
be considered part of these basic streetscape im-
provements. 

City Hall Square.  City Hall stands at the fulcrum 
point of Main Street as it bends. Its prominent lo-
cation is matched by its function as the City’s seat 
of governance.  Yet its frontage on Main Street 
is especially compromised by a bottleneck on its 
western side, pavements in disrepair, the ubiq-
uitous newspaper/magazine stands, two parking 
spaces and an especially wide, ambiguous road-
way.  This significant locale should be cleared 
of extraneous items, widened, specially paved, 
planted and furnished.  The two parking spaces 
that would be forfeit in this recommendation could 
easily be re-located around the corner along Crafts 
Avenue, where super-sized angled parking stall 
widths should be reduced to standard dimensions. 
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Pulaski Park Entry.   Pulaski Park’s entry is ob-
structed, both physically and visually.  Re-con-
figuring its entry and, together with its neighbor 
Memorial Hall, opening up incoming views should 
be a priority to the City.  Such a move would
increase its/their visibility and reclaim a lost sense 
of safety within the Park.  

William Nagle Walkway Entry.  The Willliam Nagle 
Walkway’s entry point along Pleasant Street is seri-
ously compromised by vandalism and lack of main-
tenance.  Along with stop-gap measures, some 
small design changes to open up the foyer and 
eliminate the need for wooden benches, might be 
considered during this basic improvement phase. 
Re-locating the near-by crosswalk to align with the 
Walkway’s entry is another recommendation, which 
will lend the Walkway greater prominence and 
linkage to Pleasant Street Park across the street.

Pleasant Street Gateway.  Last, but not least are 
three basic strategies for a proposed Pleasant 
Street gateway: traffic-calming, tree-planting and 
edge definition.

The basic traffic-calming strategy is to reduce the 
roadway width from 33’ to 30’ to accommodate 
two clearly marked 11’ travel lanes and one 8’ par-
allel parking lane. Narrower travel lanes and the 
presence of parked cars along the side are known 
disincentives to speeding.

This study envisions a double row of large cano-
py trees on both sides of the roadway, wherever 
space allows. Ideally extending to the I-91 access 
ramp, the rows of trees will express automotive 
scale and create an impression of unity in an oth-
erwise formless urban fringe space. As roadside 

development changes, variations in the basic 
strategy will occur along the distance between in-
terstate and City center.

Upcoming reconstruction of the Conz Street inter-
section is a great opportunity to express approach 
to Northampton, via special signage as well as 
design changes that differentiate the location. A 
roundabout or boulevard treatment are two op-
tions worth consideration.

A public open space north and east of Service 
Center Road represents another kind of opportu-
nity to define the edge of the City center. Creation 
of an informal park here would be a considerable 
improvement over its current appearance as an 
undeveloped lot in an urban fringe. Clearing the 
banks and providing access to the Mill River within 
this area, moreover, may provide enough incentive 
for actual park usage beyond its aforementioned 
role as a visual foil.

Comprehensive Improvements

Comprehensive improvements recommended 
here represent both alternatives and add-ons 
to the foregoing basic improvements: the road-
way/sidewalk configuration would change and 
the opportunities for amenities would increase.

Roadway and Sidewalk Reconstruction

The roadway and sidewalk reconstruction proposed 
here is advisable for two compelling reasons. The 
first is greater vehicular safety through consisten-
cy in travel lane delineation (proposed here as 11’ 
wide) and rectified intersections. Second, but no 
less important, is enhanced pedestrian friendliness.
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Main Street “Common”.  Equally noticeable will be 
an evocation of the City’s original common along 
central Main Street through construction of a wid-
ened traffic island planted with trees and turf. Its val-
ue will be symbolic as well as practical. Too small to 
constitute historic reconstruction, to be sure, such 
a green would become an urban oasis, its stately 
canopy trees unimpeded by constrained sidewalk 
conditions. By minimizing crossing distances, its 
practical purpose will be for improved public safety.

Snow represents another practical issue for consid-
eration. The City DPW’s current practice of stock-
piling snow in the center of Main Street may well 
dictate against fruition of the “Common” concept. 
This concept merits consideration, nonetheless. A 
compromise solution may well be found, should 
there be enough public support for the project.

Main and Crafts.  A noticeable improvement will be 
at Main Street and Crafts Avenue, where rectifica-
tion of the intersection will create new real estate for 
pedestrians.  City Hall Square will be continued on 
the other side of Crafts Avenue, together becoming 
a significant open space in the heart of downtown.

Main Street West. This plan proposes a widened 
section here, where the existing roadway is the 
narrowest and the optimal micro-climate for cafes 
and other sidewalk features are constricted. Deep 
setbacks of somewhat aloof institutional buildings 
on the opposite side provide an opportunity for 
more space needed for the proposed Main Street 
bikeways and for relieving the aforementioned 
constriction. Re-aligning the sidewalk behind the 
existing row of trees as shown, also provides an 
opportunity for drawing the institutional build-
ings a little bit more into the downtown fabric.

Curb Corrections. Roadway and sidewalk re-
construction provides the opportunity to rectify 
aforementioned “curb” height problems under the
railway bridge on Main Street.  The goal should 
be to maintain a typical 6” curb height, as much 
as possible under the bridge (perhaps not at 
the lowest roadway elevation), so that car doors 
can open in these locations. This goal can be 
met as shown in the roadway bridge section.

Hockanum Road Intersection.  Reducing and rec-
tifying this intersection will accommodate private 
parking as well as proposed sidewalk improve-
ments.

Bikeways

Bicycle racks not withstanding, downtown 
Northampton does little to accommodate bicy-
clists. This study recommends design and con-
struction of a 5’ bikeway on both sides of Main 
Street, which would link the Elm Street bike lane 
and, ultimately via Bridge Street, the Northampton-
Amherst rail trail.  This Main Street bikeway should 
be in the conventional location, between parking 
and travel lanes, where parallel parking prevails. 
Such location can be more dangerous when 
combined with angled parking, however, prompt-
ing the alternative proposal here, of a marked 
bikeway between the sidewalk and parking lane. 
Regardless of location, in any event, warning sig-
nage and clear delineation of the bikeway should 
be included as part of the improvement scope.

Signage Program

An awesome “way-finding” program for signage 
and mapping, it may be recalled, is an important 
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ingredient of a vibrant downtown.  Northamp-
ton has some of the elements, but lacks such a 
program to its detriment.  Signage standards, as 
those implemented in Rockland, Maine, could 
enhance legibility (from the pedestrians’ perspec-
tive) and, at the same time, promote visual unity.  
Standard street and public facility signage could 
enhance Northampton’s identity and promote 
orientation, use and enjoyment by the gen-
eral public. Interpretive signage should also be 
considered as part of a signage program, espe-
cially given the historic character of Northampton’s 
center.

PROPOSALS

Signs in Rockland Maine, shown here, conform to a City 
standard as well as express individuality of private owners.  

Signs like these angled outward from buildings are also 
more visible to pedestrians on the sidewalk.   

Utilities Upgrade

If ever it were to happen, it is during sidewalk and 
roadway reconstruction, as envisioned here, that 
utilities could be buried. Such a project is highly 
advantageous since underground utilities save 
long-term maintenance costs and accommodate 
canopy tree growth.

Value Added Options

This fourth and final set of recommendations is an 
a la carte array of additional downtown improve-
ment projects and embellishments. 

Projects

Alleyways.  Public/private partnerships could form 
to improve alleyways off Main and Pleasant Streets. 
Such projects would enhance pedestrian flow be-
tween rear parking and the street, and create great-
er visibility and access for adjacent businesses.

Coolidge Park.  Coolidge Park is a valuable open 
green space at the heart of downtown Northamp-
ton, part of the legacy of the City’s original com-
mon.  The Main Street frontage of the Hamp-
shire County Courthouse is a simple, dignified 
un-programmed space, which should remain as 
is. Larger and set back further from the street, the 
King Street side, however, has greater scope for 
park improvements to make it a more user-friendly 
space.      

Pleasant Street Park. This vest-pocket park has not 
fully realized its potential, even assuming replace-
ment of dead and damaged plants. It has sunlight 
and a strategic location so close to the center of 
downtown. This study recommends consideration 
of programmatic elements, such as more seating, 
tables, bicycle racks, shade and perhaps also a 
tot play area. Seating and tables make sense in 
light of its current-albeit infrequent use for lunch-
time picnics. A good number of bicycle racks is 
a must, assuming linkage with a bike trail and-
again- easy proximity to the center of downtown.
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PROPOSALS

A distinguished bus shelter, such as this in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, would suit Northampton’s distinguished 

architecture.

Community Board.  A community board/kiosk/
display case could be located at the new City 
Hall Plaza to highlight City events and forestall 
impromptu scotch-taped postings. Such an item 
should reference to the existing community events 
board inside City Hall for those seeking further 
information. 

Clock. Historically, lower Main Street had a free-
standing clock on the south side of the street. Might 
installation of a replica be a possibility in the future?

Park Facilities.  Pulaski and Coolidge Parks could 
benefit from some programmatic additions: super-
sized chess or other small-sized game tables. 

City Hall square could have a display case such as this 
example from Boston.

Mill River Park. The Mill River daylights in this 
public land parcel, making it a great opportunity 
for an informal passive recreation park, featuring 
a cleared riverside trail.

Additional Furnishings

Bus Shelters.  New, more architecturally appropri-
ate bus shelters, especially those in front of the 
Academy of Music and the Hampshire County 
Courthouse, could well replace the detiorating 
modern shelters.

Display Cases. Display cases could become al-
ternatives for sandwich boards and perhaps also 
pedestrian scaled light posts. Installed within 
sidewalk transition zones throughout downtown 
Northampton, such cases would need to be uni-
formly sturdy, well-designed and well-lit. Inspired 
by the Kur Fuersten Dam, Berlin’s celebrated bou-
levard, this concept would be, nonetheless, quite 
unique to Northampton.
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PROPOSALS

Super-sized chess shown here on the street in Beru, 
Switzerland could become a popular addition to Pulaski or 

Coolidge Parks.

Banners.  While not unique to Northampton by any 
means, banners could continue to animate the 
downtown streetscape after the 350th Anniversary 
banners are removed. The design of such should 
be uniform either throughout downtown (as with 
the 350th banners) or, at the least, each street.

Art & Light Works

Periodical Stand Enclosures. Three-sided enclo-
sures for clusters of periodical stands could be-
come venues for artistic metalwork, just as Ga-
zette stands have become showcases for local 
painters. With standardized dimensions and ma-
terials, each craftsman would be free to express 
possibilities within the medium, without jeopardiz-
ing aesthetic unity.

Tree Well Details. Ornamental iron work for tree 
well protection along Main Street would also be a 
great venue for artistic expression. It would be es-
pecially appropriate, given the notable instances 
of ornamental iron fencing at First Churches, the 
Court House and Smith Charities building. Blocky, 
carved stone sculptures could be added as corner 
posts: another artistic venue.

Tree well edging can become artworks commissioned by 
individuals. Shown here is a proposal to incorporate stone 

carvings on the corners of a low metal railing.

Sign and Banner Brackets. Oak Park, Illinois 
has Frank Lloyd Wright-inspired metal brackets 
throughout its downtown. Street signs are mounted 
on them and banners are hung from them. There 
is no doubt where you are when you see them. 
Given the high impact and low cost, Northampton 
might consider commissioning such a detail for 
its downtown. A simplified metal line “drawing” of 
City Hall- Northampton’s most distinctive build-
ing designed by the celebrated architect William 
Fenno Pratt-might be an appropriate subject.

Pavement Designs. The aforementioned propos-
als for downtown Northampton’s sidewalks feature 
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Mosaics and sculpture, such as those shown here from 
Freiburg, Germany, can identify shops and other private 

and individual enterprises.

PROPOSALS

Chicago was the first city in the US to host streetscape 
exhibits like these cows on parade.

Special Lighting. Special lighting can be a huge 
asset for any downtown. The First Churches’ 
newly illuminated facade is a good example of 
architectural lighting, which has transformed a 
shadowy backdrop into a landmark presence on 
Main Street. Other institutional buildings- City Hall, 
Memorial Hall, the Courthouse, and others- might 
benefit from this investment.

Publicly-commissioned cross-street holiday light-
ing has become an imaginative artistic venue in 
many locales; it could be here, as well. The same 
can be said of privately-commissioned stenciled 
spotlights, which cast designs on pavements.

Festival/holiday and thematic lighting are a lively 
streetscape addition. Lighting shown here is from Copen-
hagen, Denmark and Springfield, Massachusetts Arts and 

Entertainment district.

delineation of a “browsing zone” in front of the 
building line. Such zone would be an ideal venue 
for privately commissioned mosaics or terrazzo 
pavement designs. As with the pavement panel 
fronting Pinch Pottery, the design would ori-
ent visitors to the entry and to the nature of the 
business that it abuts. “Advertisement” mosaics 
have been known since ancient Roman times.

“Cows on Parade”. Yes, the cows have been 
“done” before in Chicago and then in New York 
and elsewhere. This is not to say, however, that 
other subjects or other approaches to tempo-
rary art exhibits should not be tried. If not in the 
Number One Small Arts Town, then, where? Not 
incidentally, an added advantage of a “cows” 
program is that it can be publicly-sponsored, pri-
vately-funded as well as a fund-raiser for charities.



PROPOSALS

Stop Gap Measures

Maintenance
Paving: re-set, patch ca. original 

             materials
Trees: remove girdling grates, prune, 
limb up, fertilize

Clean up
Graffiti and litter removal
Trash pick-ups

Removals
Damaged furnishings and loose cobbles

Safety measures
Roadway striping: lanes, with bikeways
Crosswalks, striped and signed

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

The caveat on the aforementioned art venues 
is the need for coordination and standards to 
avoid visual chaos. The City could provide stand-
sized stones, for example, with which privately
commissioned corner sculptures could be carved.  
Pavement designs would be within boundaries 
of the proposed paving pattern’s browsing zone. 

Summary

The City of Northampton has a great opportunity 
at this time to reinvest in an on-going renaissance 
of its downtown. This report has analyzed areas in 
need of improvement and put forth four graduated 
sets of proposals.  Prior to summarizing them in 
outline form below, however, the obvious should 
be noted. These proposals are conceptual in 
nature, based on planning data supplied by the 
City.  None of them can be properly implement-
ed without ensuing professional design, based 
on an accurate survey of existing conditions.    

Spruce ups
Private plants: pots, tree wells ca. stan-
dards

Basic Improvements

Sidewalk Paving
New installation with revised design
Concrete scoring with paver bands
Enlarged/improved tree wells 

Light Posts
Pedestrian-scale
Alternative styles
Replace or augment existing

Furnishings
More seating
New bench orientation, styles
Seat walls on Pleasant Street
Bicycle rack alternative
Trash receptacle alternatives

Planting 
Tree species per palette
State-of-the-art tree planting
Ground covers with metal fence
Grate at intersections possible

Top Priority Projects
City Hall Square
Pulaski Park entry  
William Nagle Walkway entry
Pleasant Street Park
Pleasant St. Gateway: traffic-calming, 
tree-planting, edge definition

 

Comprehensive Improvements

Roadway & Sidewalks
Travel lane clarification/sidewalk expan-
sions

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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City Hall Square 
Main and Crafts Avenue intersection
Main Street “Common”
Hockanum Road intersection
Curb corrections

Bikeway
Main Street link
Roadside lane with parallel parking
Sidewalk side with angled parking; sig-
nage and marking

Signage Program
For identity, orientation and interpretation

Utilities Upgrade
Underground burial

Value Added Options
 
Projects

Alleyways & rear entries
Coolidge Park

Additional Furnishings
Bus stop shelters
Community board/kiosk
Display Cases
Historic Clock
Park facilities: game tables, super-sized 
chess
Banners

Art & Light Works
Periodical stand enclosures
Tree well details: metal rail, corner 
sculptures
Banner/sign brackets 
Pavement designs: browsing zone “ad-
vertisements”
Special lighting: architectural, seasonal, 
stencil spots

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

PROPOSALS

Banner brackets
Northampton’s “Cows on Parade” alter-
native

•
•
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N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E 18-22’ SIDEWALK PLAN-TYPICAL
M A I N  S T R E E T

Outdoor dining tables and chairs-typical

Scored concrete

Back to back benches (alternate)

S C A L E: 1/8” = 1’-0”

Clustered benches in selected locations

Optional mosaic or terrazzo design-
privately commissioned

Metal rail for tree protection-typical

News stand clusters-typical

Pedestrian scale light post-typical

Bench  typical

Curbed bituminous bike lane

Canopy tree with understory plantings-
typical
Fire hydrant

Widened tree well to include hydrant

Browsing 
Zone

Bicycle
Lane

Walkway Transition
Zone

Angled 
Parking

NOTE: In sections were parallel parking 
prevails, bike lane is located between the 
parking lane and the travel lane



N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E 18-22’ SIDEWALK SECTION-TYPICAL
M A I N  S T R E E TS C A L E:  1/4” = 1’- 0”



N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E 16-18’ SIDEWALK PLAN-TYPICAL
M A I N  S T R E E T

Back to back benches-typical

Parallel parking lane

Curb

S C A L E: 1/8” = 1’-0”

Bituminous bicycle lane

Parking meter

News stand clusters-typical

Existing tree to remain and new trees
are to align with existing

Pedestrian scale light post-typical

Scored concrete

18” zone recommended for “sidewalk extras” (pots, signage, etc.)

Bicycle
Lane

Walkway/
Browsing
Zone

Transition
Zone

Parallel
Parking

NOTES: In sections were angled parking 
prevails, bike lane is located between the 
parking lane and the sidewalk

For 4ft-7ft. transition zone, refer to Ap-
pendix E- Structural Soils for information 
regarding limited tree growth

Walkway



N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E 16-18’ SIDEWALK SECTION-TYPICAL
M A I N  S T R E E TS C A L E:  1/4” = 1’- 0”

18” zone for “sidewalk extras” 



Head room 
approximately 1’

Existing post

Existing parking
meter

Bottom elev. of bridge

Bottom elev. of bridge

Head room
approximately 5’

New post

New parking 
meter

N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E SIDEWALK UNDER BRIDGE SECTION
M A I N  S T R E E TS C A L E:  1/4” = 1’- 0”



GREENWAY ENTRY PLAN

PROPOSED CONDITIONS

CURRENT CONDITIONS

S C A L E:  1” = 10’-0”
N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E

M A I N  S T R E E T



Shown on the right are the current
conditions of the Greenway Entry 
staircase on Main Street.

Shown below is a proposed re-
design of the entry to make it look 
more visible and inviting to a pass-
erby. Beyond the obvious changes 
of weeding and removing the graf-
fiti, the two existing bottom steps 
are extended to create a landing 
and new plant beds with wire trel-
lises are added to the street level.

Cast Iron Fence

Pedestrian Scale 
Light Posts

Cable-Wire Trellis

Extended Steps

N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E GREENWAY ENTRY
M A I N  S T R E E TS C A L E:  1/4” = 1’- 0”

GREENWAY ENTRY PLAN



CITY HALL PLAN
S C A L E:  1/8” = 1’-0”
N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E

M A I N  S T R E E T

“Castle shaped”
display case

Special paving

Platform
steps

Existing steps

Proposed
plant bed with
new tree

Granite
seat wall

Scored 
concrete



CITY HALL PLAN

“Castle shaped”
display case

Special paving

Platform
steps

Existing steps

Proposed
plant bed with
new tree

Granite
seat wall

Scored 
concrete

CITY HALL SECTION
S C A L E:  1/8” = 1’-0”
N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E

M A I N  S T R E E T



N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E PULASKI PARK GATEWAY
M A I N  S T R E E TS C A L E:  1/8” = 1’- 0”

Bump out

Information kiosk

Pulaski Park gateway

Double row of tree

Bus stop shelter



PULASKI PARK GATEWAY
M A I N  S T R E E T

N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E SIDEWALK/BUMP OUT PLAN-TYPICAL
P L E A S A N T  S T R E E TS C A L E:  1/8” = 1’- 0”

Clustered benches in bump out locations- granite
seat wall (configuration may vary)

Curb cut

Canopy tree with understory plantings-typical

Scored concrete

Curb

Walkway Parallel
Parking

NOTE: Trees are placed between parking 
spaces to avoid conflict with car doors

Transition
Zone

Pedestrian scale light post-typical

Parallel parking lane

Parking meter



N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E SIDEWALK SECTION-TYPICAL
P L E A S A N T  S T R E E TS C A L E:  1/4” = 1’- 0”



N O R T H A M P T O N   S T R E E T S C A P E PLEASANT ST. GATEWAY
P L E A S A N T  S T R E E TS C A L E:  1/4” = 1’- 0”
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APPENDICES

This final section provides further background on 
topics introduced in the foregoing proposals.

Bicycle Lanes

Material here summarizes research on bicycle 
safety, especially in regard to interface with park-
ing.  It is on the strength of such research that 
this report proposes bicycle lanes directly next to 
sidewalks when angled parking prevails.

Crosswalks

This report recommends a new crosswalk at 
Gothic Street and a relocated crosswalk at the 
Neagle Walk entry.  It also recommends a green 
traffic island (aka “common”) on Main Street. The 
materials included here suggest safety features for 
consideration during design.  

Furnishing Alternatives

This report accepts the reality of previously select-
ed streetscape furnishings.  Cut sheets included 
here suggest recommended alternatives for future 
consideration.   

Lighting

Cut sheets included here are of selected alterna-
tives for pedestrian-scaled light posts. 

Planting

Materials included here provide information on 
urban tree planting: the importance of a continu-
ous soil trench with structural soil; a state-of-the-
art tree planting detail; and a recommend plant 
palette for downtown Northampton.  

Downtown Northampton Streetscape Improvement Plan
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APPENDIX A- BICYCLE LANES



Bicycling benefits communities as much as it 
promotes personal health by reducing negative 
effects of the automobile: traffic congestion, air/
noise pollution, wear and tear on roads, consump-
tion of petroleum, crashes, property damage, need 
for additional roadways and parking. Despite the 
growing number of bicyclists in Northampton, their 
ability to ride downtown is limited and dangerous.
To improve the bicyclists’ environment downtown, 
this streetscape plan proposes to incorporate 
bicycle lanes on both sides of Main Street. The 
following compilation of pertinent bicycle lane 
criteria, standards and options is taken from  the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ 2003 manual-
Building Better Bicycling.

1) Shared lane- standard travel lane shared be-
tween automobiles and bikes.

Positives- ideal for residential areas with 
low traffic congestion, minimal signage  

                    
Negatives- cars may only pass bicyclists 
by passing center line

•

•

Figure 1- Shared Lane

2) Wide outside lane- an outside travel lane with a 
width of at least 14 ft.

Positives- accommodate shared vehicle 
use without reducing roadway capacity for 
vehicles, assists turning vehicles entering 
roadway without encroaching into an-
other lane, least amount of maintenance

Negatives- can not use on a street with 
on-street parking, shares roadway with 
motor vehicles which intimidates the av-
erage bicyclists and is really only recom-
mended for experienced riders

•

•

Figure 2- Wide Outside Lane

Types:

3) Bike lane- portion of roadway designated by 
markings for preferential use.

Positives- channelizes traffic, provides 
clearly marked path for bicyclists to travel, 
low maintenance

Negatives- can create a false sense of 
security, car doors opening into bike lane 
can cause accidents, not recommended 
where angled parking is present

•

•

BICYCLE LANES
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Figure 5- Separate Bike Path

4) Shoulder- paved portion of roadway designated 
for bicycles

Positives- minimum of 4 feet necessary, 
ideal for rural areas

Negatives- recommended only for rural 
areas, high maintenance, rumble strips 
and other surface irregularities must be 
eliminated if the shoulder is intended for 
bicycle use

•

•

Figure 3- Bike Lane

Benefits:

Figure 4- Shoulder

Bicycle lanes are among the most popular bicycle 
facilities you can provide within the street grid sys-
tem. Unlike trails, they can be integrated into the 
existing transportation network, often without much 
difficulty. Creating a new infrastructure is not cost 
effective nor in some cases physically feasible. As 
a result, they can serve important destinations and 
take advantage of existing travel patterns. In re-
ducing the width of the travel lanes motorists must 
slow done, creating a safer atmosphere for pe-
destrians, bicyclists, and even motorists. Another 
popular benefit of bike lanes is the psychological 
effect of having a space reserved for bicyclists. 
Bike lanes encourage bicyclists to use the street, 
instead of the sidewalk, easing sidewalk conges-
tion. From a survey conducted, out of 82 million 
people, 46% stated they would sometimes com-
mute to work if safe bicycle lanes were available.

Positives- safest method of travel for bicy-
clists, ideal for recreation and transporta-
tion, promotes bicycle use

Negatives- ample space required, must 
have limited motor vehicle crossings, lim-
its access to certain areas

•

•

5) Separate bike path- path physically separated 
from roadway, intended only for bicycle use.

BICYCLE LANES
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Figure 7- Separate bike lane
 running parallel to street.

Figure 6- Bike lane with a 
change of scenery

Figures 10 & 11- Here are two examples of bike 
lanes which use the existing street system but outline

 the lanes with different mediums

In deciding the best bike option for downtown 
Northampton, one must take into consideration 
the pros and cons to the five bicycle facilities listed 
above, and then make a decision on what is the 
most feasible, functional, safe and aesthetically 
pleasing. The table below indicates the recom-
mended approach for an urban section with on 
street parking. The “wc” stands for wide curb and 
the “bl” stands for bike lane.

Selection Criteria:

Figures 8 & 9- Painted lanes in 
Denmark and Portland
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Based on the table above and the research 
provided in this study, a bike lane or wide 
curb would be most suitable for  Main Street. 

Since there is angled parking on Main Street, a 
bike lane becomes more of a problem. Standard 
bike lanes are located between the parking lane 
and the street. On sections of Main Street cars are 
parked at an angle, making it extremely dangerous 
to place the bike lane between the parking spaces 
and the street. Cars would be constantly backing 
into the bike lane, posing a huge problem for bicy-
clists. Providing a striped bike lane behind angled 
parking gives the bicyclist a false sense of security. 

Figure 12 & 13- Boulder Colorado

Examples:

Despite the standard bike lane locations, some 
cities have designed alternatives. Here are some 
precedents where the bike lane has been sepa-
rated from the street. Figures 12 & 13 are from 
Boulder, Colorado, which is a city that is known
for its successful biking network.



Figure 14- Bike lane that is between the 
sidewalk and the parking lane

Locating bike lanes on sidewalks is not  recom-
mended, however neither is locating a bike lane 
behind angled parking. Since Main Street has an-
gled parking only on the central part of the street, 
the bike lane should be placed on the sidewalk, 
while in the sections where parallel parking pre-
vails the bike lane is between the parking and 
travel lanes. Figures 15 and 16 shown below are 
from Germany where bike lanes are located on 
the sidewalk.

Figures 15 & 16- Sidewalk bike lanes in Germany

Construction Standards:

Bike lanes can be very easily installed. If there 
is some extra width to work with, simply strip-
ing the bicycle lane will do. Bike lane space may 
also come from narrowing existing travel lanes, 
or eliminating parking on one side of the street. 
AASHTO (American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials) states that bicycle 
lanes should always be one way traffic facilities, 
carrying traffic in the same direction as motor ve-
hicles, and that the lanes should rarely be placed 
between parking spaces and the curb. The lanes 
should be at a minimum, 5 feet wide. Both sides 
should be clearly marked, one for motor vehicle 
awareness, and the other for bicyclist’s awareness 
of potential hazards (i.e. car doors). For on-street 
parking a 4” wide solid white line defines the park-
ing lane, and a 6” wide solid line defines the outer 
edge. Using a parking line encourages motorists 
to park closest to the curb and it clearly highlights 
what belongs to the motorist and what belongs to 
the bicyclist. At intersections a dotted line should 
be used to warn bicyclists that vehicles may be 
turning in front of them. Thermoplastic stripes are 
recommended as they last 3-5 years, while paint 
only lasts 1-2 years. 

Figure 17- Car doors can cause problems for bicyclists  
within the bike lane, therefore extra width within 

the parking lane is recommended
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Signage  informs motorists, pedestrians, and 
cyclists with travel routes, where travel is allowed/
prohibited and potential hazards. Bicycle signage 
does one of three things:

A) Regulates bicycle usage
B) Directs bicyclists along pre-established routes
C) Warns bicyclists of unexpected conditions

 A)           B)          C)    

There should be some uniformity within the signs, 
shape, color, symbols, and wording. Markings 
indicate the separation between the bike lane 
and the motor vehicle lane. Markings should be 
reflectorized for additional visibility during night 
time conditions. Painted symbols and markings 
within the bike lane can reduce the number of 
signs needed. Excessive signage can be a prob-
lem. Make sure there are enough signs, but not 
in excess as they can lose their effectiveness.

If biking is now being encouraged, there must be 
adequate and safe bike parking. There are three 
parking options, the first being the most feasible 
for Northampton: 

Signage:

Parking:

A) Bicycle racks- open-air devices that a bike 
locks onto

Positives- inexpensive, great with cov-
ered protection, short term
Negatives- medium security, some may 
not work with U-lock

•

•

Figures 18 & 19- Examples of bicycle racks

B) Lockers- enclosures designed to hold one bike
Positives- extremely secure, ideal for 
long-term storage
Negatives- very expensive

•

•

C) Lock-ups- site-built secure enclosures
Positives-high security
Negatives- expensive, must pay for 
security guard

•
•

Figure 20- An example of a bicycle locker

Figure 21- A bicycle lock-up room
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There has been much debate regarding the safety 
of crosswalks, but the fact is in general well-marked 
crosswalks increase the driver’s awareness and 
provide pedestrians with the safest route to cross 
a street. Without crosswalks people would cross 
wherever they found to be most convenient, creat-
ing chaos between motorists, pedestrians and bi-
cyclists crossing and driving wherever they please. 
Northampton has a bustling downtown with people 
constantly needing to cross the street, making safe 
crosswalks a priority. There are several problems 
with the crosswalks on Pleasant and Main Streets.

1) Low visibility 
2) Lack of signage
3) Excessive crossing distances

Visibility-The major problem with most crosswalks 
is that they are not visible enough. Especially along 
Pleasant Street, parked cars, trees and signs are 
located too close to the crosswalks, making it al-
most impossible for drivers to see pedestrians at-
tempting to cross. This problem can be resolved 
by moving the parking spaces and signs back from 
the crosswalks, trimming the trees and removing 
any unnecessary street signs. On both streets, us-
ing reflective tape would increase visibility. Inlay 
tape is highly reflective, most cost effective in the 
long run, long-lasting, slip resistant and requires 
low maintenance. The most visible crosswalks are 
outlined with two parallel lines, and filled in with 
diagonal zebra lines. The addition of lighting and 
reflectors provides greater crosswalk visibility, 
especially at night and poor weather conditions. 
Some lights can be seen from as far as 1500 ft 
away.

Lights outlining the crosswalk make it more visible 
during poor weather

Shown here is an advanced lighting system that uses an 
automatic activation mechanism

CROSSWALKS
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Signage- Signage is very important in highlight-
ing a crosswalk. If the crosswalk has minimal 
detail, signs will greatly enhance the visibility of 
that crosswalk. There is absolutely no signage 
on Pleasant Street highlighting the crosswalks, 
and there is very minimal signage on Main Street.

A textured or raised surface provides pedes-
trians with a distinguished walking path and 
creates a crosswalk that stands out, mak-
ing it more visible to the driver from distances. 
Raised and textured sidewalks can be more 
aesthetically pleasing than simple painted ones. 

nience of street crossings at areas without cross-
walks. By only requiring the pedestrian to cross 
half of the street at a time, refuge islands allow 
the pedestrian to exploit shorter gaps in the ve-
hicle traffic on each side, instead of leaving them 
stranded in the middle of the street which puts 
pedestrians and even motorists at risk. With long 
crossing distances, like those on Main Street, pe-
destrian’s exposure to accidents with motor vehi-
cles is increased. A multiple-threat collision occurs 
when one or more vehicles yield to a pedestrian in 
the crosswalk and block the view of the pedestrian 
from drivers in other lanes, who pass the stopped 
traffic and hit the pedestrian at high speed. This 
problem is very apparent at the crosswalk in front of 
Thornes and Faces because of its excessive length. 
Long crossing distances also make it more difficult 
for seniors and persons with disabilities to cross. 

Examples of medians, that provide safe refuge, and 
are also aesthetically pleasing

Typical crosswalk signage

Textured crosswalks in California

Medians/Refuges- Raised center medians serve 
as pedestrian refuge islands. Advantages include 
shorter crossing distances and increased conve-
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PLANT PALETTE
The following species are among many that would be appropriate for Northampton’s streetscape.

Hardy Canopy Trees

Botanical Name                                         Common Name
 
Acer campestre                             Hedge or Field Maple               35’ ht x 25’ spread
Crataegus phaenopyrum              Washington Hawthorn                30’ ht x 20’ spread
Ginkgo biloba (male)                           Ginkgo                                         75’ ht. x 40’ spread; needs sun
Prunus subhirtella ‘Autumnalis’              Higan Cherry                        25’ ht. x 25’ spread; needs sun
Quercus rubra                                 Northern Red Oak               75’ ht. x 60’ spread 
Syringa reticulata                           Japanese Tree Lilac               30’ ht. x 20’ spread; needs sun
Tilia tomentosa                                        Silver Linden                            70’ ht. x 35’
Ulmus parvifolia                                        Lacebark Elm                            50’ ht. x 35’ spread

Perennials and Groundcovers

Botanical Name                                      Common Name
 
Ajuga reptans                                        Bugleweed 
Alchemilla mollis                           Lady’s Mantle 
Astilbe spp.                                        False Spiraea 
Epimedium x rubrum                           Red Epimedium 
Heuchera sanguinea                           Coralbells 
Hosta ‘Gold Standard’                           Plantain-lily 
Hosta ‘Honeybells’                           Plantain Lily 
Juniperus probumbens ‘Nana’              Japanese Juniper 
Lamiastrum galeobdolon ‘Variegatum’ Yellow Archangel 
Liriope spicata                                        Creeping Lily-Turf 
Phlox subulata                                        Moss pink, Ground Pink 
Sedum cauticola                           Shortleaf Stonecrop 
Stachys byzantina                           Lamb’s-Ears 
Vinca minor                                        Periwinkle, Creeping Myrtle 

Bulbs

Allium christophii                           Star of Persia
Crocus spp.                                        Crocus species
Muscari armeniacum                           Grape Hyacinth
Narcissus spp.                                        Narcissus species  


